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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3611-If this was in the past, there was no way he 
would be able to comprehend the inscription in the Dark Wellspring. However, recently, 
he had comprehended Karma and the Curse Script, the latter of which came from the 
Dark World. As such, comprehending the inscription in the Dark Wellspring should not 
be too difficult. 

He sat in a lotus position on the ground, and his Divine Sense entered the Dark 
Wellspring. At that moment, his mind cleared, and he forgot about 
everything.novelebook.com There were only a few Dark Characters on his mind. These 
were the Dark Wellspring’s characters. As they were ever-changing and profound, 
James could not understand the meaning of those characters even though he 
understood the Curse Script. Though convoluted, James cultivated the Dark Path and 
comprehended Curse Magic. As he read the Dark Characters, he could roughly 
understand the meaning. However, it would take a long time for him to understand 
everything. 

The Dark Power inside the Celestial Abode had reached an alarming level. If he did not 
resolve them as soon as possible, the Celestial Abode could implode from within. As he 
comprehended the characters, his mind stirred, and he began absorbing the Dark 
Power inside the Celestial Abode to increase the power of his Dark Path Seal. Apart 
from increasing the rank of Path Seals, absorbing the energy of Heaven and Earth 
could also be used to cultivate a Path. However, one needed to absorb a massive 
amount of Heaven and Earth energy to make a breakthrough. 

Soon, the Dark Power in the Celestial Abode was almost completely absorbed. 
However, James’ Dark Path Seal showed no signs of increasing. James then continued 
to comprehend the Path and the characters inside the Dark Wellspring. 

Time passed. 

As James sat in a lotus position on the ground, a ball of black mist hovered before him. 
There were a few black characters flickering inside the ball of mist. Seemingly coming to 
life, they divided into smaller characters and hovered before James. 

After a long time, James suddenly opened his eyes and took a deep breath. 

“I didn’t know the Dark Wellspring has such a history.” 

After a long time, James finally comprehended the Dark Characters. He also now knew 
about the Dark Wellspring’s history. The Dark Wellspring once belonged to a powerful 
Lord in the depths of the Dark World and was a treasure formed by the demise of a 
Macrocosm Ancestral God. These characters recorded the life of the Lord and the 
signature cultivation methods he acquired. Once he comprehended them, James 
roughly understood who this Lord was. 



The Dark Lord’s name was called Eternal, and he was called the Eternal Lord in the 
Dark World. He possessed an immense strength that surpassed even ordinary 
Macrocosm Ancestral Gods. Besides that, he was a Macrocosm Ancestral God that 
cultivated two Macrocosm Powers. However, James had yet to understand how he met 
his downfall. Not only that, he had yet to comprehend the Eternal Lord’s signature 
cultivation methods for these characters were too mysterious. However, he knew how to 
refine the Dark Wellspring now. 

The steps were simple. First, he would absorb the Dark Wellspring into his body and 
form a spring. That way, the Dark Wellspring would continuously provide him with a 
constant stream of Dark Power. However, he still needed to comprehend the cultivation 
method left behind by the Eternal Lord to refine the Dark Wellspring. To learn them, 
James needed a long time. 

“The Dark Wellspring is a scourge. I have to get rid of it as soon as possible,” James 
murmured. 

Then, he continued his closed-door meditation. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3612-The more James comprehended the Dark 
Characters, the more James understood. The Dark Wellspring was an Elemental Power 
in the Dark Power that worked in similar fashions as the Five Elements of Genesis in 
the Illuminated World. Meanwhile, the Eternal Lord obtained the Dark Wellspring, 
refined it, and made it his. Once a living being of the Dark World refined the Dark 
Wellspring, he would possess a Macrocosm Power. 

The more James understood, the more stunned he was. 

It was simply too terrifying. No wonder so many powerful figures in the Dark World were 
competing for this treasure. 

He continued to comprehend. 

After a long time, he finally comprehended the cultivating method of absorbing the Dark 
Wellspring from the Dark Characters left behind by the Eternal Lord. This cultivation 
method was called the Eternal Art, which was the Eternal Lord’s signature cultivation 
method. However, as James’ comprehension of the Eternal Art was only rudimentary, 
he could only barely manage to absorb the Dark Wellspring. 

He slowly opened his eyes. As he glanced at the Dark Wellspring before him, his mind 
stirred, and powerful Dark Power materialized in his palm, enveloping the Dark 
Wellspring. At that moment, he catalyzed the Eternal Art. Under the control of the 



cultivation method, the Dark Wellspring materialized into threads of black aura and 
entered his body. As the Dark Wellspring entered his body, his body suffered massive 
damage. In an instant, he was covered in injuries, and his body began showing signs of 
exploding. He swiftly catalyzed the Eternal Art and controlled the power of the Dark 
Wellspring to prevent it from losing control. After a very long time, he finally took control 
of the Dark Wellspring. Then, the threads of black aura gathered in his elixir field to form 
the Dark Wellspring once more. 

He slowly absorbed and refined the Dark Wellspring. 

In the Celestial Abode, James sat in a lotus position on the ground. At that moment, he 
exuded a black aura that was frighteningly similar to Demonic Energy. 
novelebook.comThis lasted for a very long time. After a long time of refinement and 
control, James’ comprehension of the Dark Path grew increasingly profound, and his 
Dark Path reached the pinnacle of the Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor Rank. Meanwhile, 
he also completely refined the Dark Wellspring. After refining the Dark Wellspring, his 
mind stirred, and the Dark Wellspring stopped exuding Dark Power. No more Dark 
Power flowed out of his body. He dispersed his aura and opened his eyes before slowly 
standing up. 

“At last, I have refined the Dark Wellspring. Fortunately, I have cultivated Curse Magic 
and comprehended the Curse Script in advance. Otherwise, it would be nigh impossible 
to comprehend the script left behind by the Eternal Lord.” 

James took a deep breath. 

Now, his Dark Path had reached the pinnacle of the Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor 
Rank. At present, only the Five Great Paths and Karma remained, which were also 
some of the hardest Paths to cultivate. That was because there was no precedence 
regarding the two, and he had no choice but to cultivate himself. 

As his mind stirred, he left the Celestial Abode. When he reappeared in the courtyard of 
Mount Nothingness, he casually waved and dispersed the Time Formation. Then, he 
sensed the time. 

Upon sensing the time, he froze. 

“I never thought so much time had passed. Now, only 5 million years remain.” 

He was stunned. 

He never thought that refining the Dark Wellspring and cultivating the Dark Path would 
spend such a long time. Now, only 5 million years remained. In the remaining 5 million 
years, would he be able to reach the Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor Rank for the Five 
Great Paths and the Karma Path? Even if he could, how was he supposed to compete 



against the other powerful figures below the Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank in the new 
universe at his rank? 

His expression was grim. 

“I can only try my best,” he said. 
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